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Block Editor Alert



Wordpress - Block Editor

Westliberty.edu uses the wordpress “classic” editor. In December 2018, wordpress 
launched the “Gutenberg” block editor. 

Learn more about the block editor

I’ll try to describe some of the pros and cons of the block editor and the classic 
editor that we’re currently using.

https://kinsta.com/blog/gutenberg-wordpress-editor/#:~:text=Gutenberg%2C%20alternatively%20known%20as%20the,released%20on%20December%206%2C%202018.&text=The%20Gutenberg%20WordPress%20editor.


Classic Editor

Attempts to create a 
layout with 
“shortcodes 
ultimate” plugin.



Block Editor Objective is to create a WYSIWYG layout.
3 Column layout
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How do I log in?



How do I log in?



How do I log in?

If you lost, forgot or need 
to change your password, 
click through the prompts 
here and check your spam 
folder.



WP Dashboard



WP Dashboard



WP Dashboard

You’ll likely be 
logged in to a site 
you work on 
frequently.



WP Dashboard

Go here to switch



WP Dashboard

Go here to switch

Click Dashboard



WP Dashboard



Most important items for most admins

Posts - Only used by news section, unless there are unique 
reasons to do it elsewhere. Continually updated - Time 
sensitive - content is relevant usually only for time posted, 
then relevancy passes.

Media - Upload pictures, PDF documents etc.

Pages - Create/edit website pages. Most important feature 
for westliberty.edu users to explore content. Relevance for 
this content is long-lasting.



Creating and Editing Pages

Demo

1. Create Page
2. Visibility
3. Add and Edit Content
4. Add and Edit Media
5. Change URL (slug) + best practices
6. Default page templates - Elementor

Update - Publish



Creating and Editing Pages - Add New Page



Creating and Editing Pages - Edit Page



Creating and Editing Pages - URLs

Avoid using date/time 
strings in titles and urls

Avoid having too many 
hierarchies in urls 
segments

Avoid redundancies



Creating and Editing Pages - URLs

Avoid acronyms and strings 
that almost look like words

Other pages had this url. They may need 
to be archived (url changed) or this 
page’s url might need to be changed.

If title is unavoidably long 
try to keep url short. Always 
exclude conjunctions



Media Library

Image File Types
JPG
GIF

Document Types - only if necessary
Use if the content can’t be made into a page. 

Word - .docx
Excel
PDF (use this one) - Universally accepted by W3C

Demo - Uploading and linking to a page



Admin Questions

How to edit sidebar content, menus etc.?

Customize Menu

Demo - Example: 
https://westliberty.edu/human-resources/



Admin Questions



Admin Questions

Hold Shift and Click on 
the item you need to edit.



Admin Questions

Make changes and hit
Publish.



Admin Questions

Edit Navigation

Edit Sidebar Widgets

Edit Header Widgets
Keep it short (example is not short)



Resources



Tutorials + Websites

WP Beginner

Very Thorough WP Tutorial - this person does a lot of them

Same as previous, starting with WP Dashboard

https://videos.wpbeginner.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MsRhxl_zk5A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MsRhxl_zk5A&t=1787s

